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ECHOES
Through my window wall of glass,
I watched a little sparrow
shivering
in the winter's rain
and wondered
which of us
would win the sorrow prize,
he,
cold
and we,
unable to fly
or catch his favorite worm,
or I,
alone,
listening
to the silent walls
echo the fading sound
of her last words.
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ALONE

When you walked by,
intruding the confines
of my narrow world,
could you not sense my need
for you
to offer some token
of kindred spirit?

Your eyes,
as mine have,
looking at me from
countless mirrors,
spoke of loneliness
in search of some equal state
in which to merge.

And we
of common need
passed on,
simple hello's unused,
blending our sad frustrations
into the faceless crowd.

BRUSHES OF THOUGHT
When the creeping shades of night
have darkened the day's last blush,
and you take stock
within your silent world,
if it pleases you,
take me quietly
to some unused corner of your mind
where those creations,
by the stroking brushes of thought,
are free
to yield their beauties
beyond the greed
of prying eyes.
Lead me gently
behind the veil
that hides your substance
and into every part
of your secret being.
Teach me the value
of each most guarded treasure,
the breadth and scope
of your desires
and hopes
and plans,
then cover me with a blanket of dreams
to shut out the trials
of all things past.
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PIROUETTES
In the outer reaches
of my sanity
where all things wait
but for the want,
pirouetting thoughts of you
delight the artful centers
of my mind,
making you
for me
the queen of all queens.
Caught up in the nakedness
of truth,
all pretenses fall among the chaff,
stripping away the shell
that hides your
beauty from a curious world.
And we
of unlike pole,
humanized by truth,
are drawn by need
to the sameness as one.
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AS ONE

Of form
so well molded
to the wrinkles of my mind,
no thought can be
unless you share some part.
Flourishing
like a flower
in the highlands of my mind,
you lend fragrance
to my every thought.
Together always,
even in sleep,
I've mapped the contours
of your beauty
one sigh from rapture,
one frown from pain,
and it warms my every try
at life.
Having absorbed you
satisfies my loneliest need,
heals the rape of time,
and offers more
than is my right to take.

DRY LEAF ON SWIFT WATER
You rise up from sleep
like a moonlit vision
of half-drowsed loveliness,
a trance-like body of softness
yielding to the ideomotor strings
of a subconscious puppeteer.
With eyes articulating thought,
arms moving to intimate circles,
legs to positions of high regard,
and lips more eloquent
with kisses than words,
you whirl my senses
like a dry leaf on swift water.
Beauty boasts no equal
for the flowing waves of silk
that drape a second skin
across your up-proud breasts
and the mound-molded compounds
that blend to dimpled thighs.
And always,
when your hidden retorts
bubble the chemistry of love
to whispers
lighter than a gliding bird,
you lift my abject soul
from the stone -dark crevasse
of sensuous-vacuity
that threads this fractured world.

WHO
Somewhere,
my sweet,
you lay your form of dream
and startled beauty
on sterile sheets of pride,
salting your pillow
and counting
the many shapes of loneliness,
needful,
but yielding only an ear
to the soft music of love,
letting shyness
make four walls your prison.

Lonely also,
I would gladly
wrap your tears in pleasure
and your emptiness in love,
but the same carefree air
and disarming smile
that hid your secrets
those times
I may have caught your eye
in a crowd
or on some street
have kept us strangers
and now make me
your helpless lover.

THE CURL OF THOUGHT

In the stillness,
darkened by the drawn shades
of day's other side,
I welcome the freshness
of your presence
among the curlings of my thought,
to share with me
from now until the press of sleep
the ever-changing dimensions
of time, space, and things.
In this kingdom,
ruled by the wishes of want,
the mind with dreams
can do the things
it dares no other way.
Queen of all things,
the world awaits your bidding.
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Perhaps you'd like to go
for a day under the sky,
up the pointed hills,
across the green of meadows
to a wooded land
of dancing leaves.
We'll wade the mirrored pools,
catch the tails of tadpoles,
watch crawdads
build their castles of mud,
and mother birds
give flying lessons to the young,
or feed the nests of yawning beaks.
At our approach
frogs will croak and jump,
squirrels eating nuts
from praying hands
will sail from branch to branch,
and departing turtles
will take their houses with them.
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Mother spiders will knit their afghans,
and the lightning tongue of lizards
will capture daredevil pilots
of the insect squad,
while bees bring honey
to the tree trunk hives.
Besides the winding stream
we'll rest in the arms of nature,
listen to her music,
the sounds of mating calls,
and learn the beauty
of undistorted love.
We'll lie on the silky textured moss
that covers nature's hidden spots,
watch the unseen brushes
painted ever-changing patterns overhead,
and leave the troubled world
to the misfortune of those
who have no one
like you.
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Perhaps you'd like to sail the sea,
watch the cresting beards of white,
the humpbacks blow,
the antics of the dolphin,
or feel the tremble of your world
against the mighty waves
that make the ocean meet the sky
with a drunken yaw and pitch.
When the sun slips into the sea,
the sky of blue on blue
with clouds lf angel white
will drape itself with curtains
of ever-changing color
as a tribute to the passing day.
The playful flying fish
will swim across the air
from wave crest to wave crest,
and the plankton,
fireflies of the sea,
will glow with the light
of countless distant lanterns.

When the growing size
of evening's hour
makes the body think of rest,
we'll lie in the adult cradle,
rocked by the restless sea,
and roll to the rhythm of darkness
in the arms of a pleasant world.
As the faint moonlight
through the cabin port
dances on the distant wall,
and the sailfish,
and the dolphin,
and the humpback
have stilled their nervous fins,
we'll offer ourselves
as an example
to all lovers
for ending a perfect day.

LONELINESS
She sits
and waits in silence
for the loneliness to pass,
considering
at times
the risking of her virtue
for the gentleness
of a thoughtful man.
But
youthful years
have failed to teach her
loneliness is a disease,
unchallenged by the gayest
of crowds,
and the life-sweet taste
of companionship,
by its departure,
magnifies each yearning
all the more.

TOMORROWS
In the tomorrows
of our world,
will we find the same beauty
in butterflies
and lily pads
and blooms of every hue?
Will there be glad voices
of children,
the honey-sweet look
in lovers' eyes
and sparkles on the dew?
I ask
because
I've come to think
the beauties
of the world I know
are mostly
the reflections of you.
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YOU

Like a dreamed reality,
these eyes
which worlds have passed
spring tears of joy,
watching you unfold
against the soft warm satin,
petals of a lovely flower,
exquisitely textured
in pleasing contrasts,
with delicate colorings
of an arctic dawn.

Here in a corner
of our private heaven,
amid the soft whispers
of evening rain,
your warming response
to the rhymes of life
make my every heartbeat
send myriads of crimson cupids
searching the depth of my being,
little messengers of love,
bearing constant reminders
that because of you
my search is ended.

HOPE
Through the dim of saddened eyes,
I watched you striding cadence
to the leaping minutes,
going first
beyond my point of view,
and then the boundaries of my world,
knowing well that only memory
could bring back more of you
than the sullen echoes
of your departing steps.

Prodded by the pointed pains of need,
I've trudged the barren ways
of loneliness,
gaiting uncertain steps
to the dinning mockery
of setting suns unused,
each decrying
in the still small voice of hope,
gathering as my reward
the fire of frigid lips
and the love of empty arms.

Awed by emotion's power,
timid reason speaks softly
with an unsure tongue,
having me hold your image
beside the charm
of many likely faces,
and the cast
of many lovely forms,
finding always
no match
and no equal.

Among the darkened edges of night
with its silent voids of love,
and a world shrunk
to four unfriendly walls,
hope lifts sad hands
to fluff your pillow,
and hang your memory
at the front of thought
before yielding me
to the mercies of sleep.

BEE
I,
intrepid bee transformed,
pursue my store's increase
when love's embracing clime
with passion's nectar
beads her orchid folds.
On layered legs
that nature's sweets entwine,
I gather yield
against that time
of throbbing hunger
when denial
of her substance
has made my winter long,
and bare
and cold.
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WASTING
The pseudo poise,
mock self sufficiency,
and smiles of rearranged frowns
are fascinating to watch
through her image-changing
wall of convention.
The unselfishness
of her self-investment
in the ego needs
of those who take all
and give nothing
has darkened the edges of her life,
denied her needs,
and questioned her importance
as a person.
Deprived of truth
by the distorted mirrors
of subjectivity,
she lets the best years waste
behind her prison wall,
denying herself
the reward of admiration
and the fulfillment of respect
from those whose intuitive eyes
see the true beauty
of the person she hides.

GROWING UP
I hatched my teeth
on sowbelly and beans
and watched the nuclear furnace
firing day
across the rump of cows,
switching winter-wet tails,
as I drummed their milk
into the bottom of empty pails.
I drove one-minded mules
down miles of parallel
miniature highways of cotton patches,
squished acres of mud
between stubbed and glass-cut toes,
studied by firefly kerosene lamps
and grew tall on chitt'lin's,
mountain oysters and cornpone.
I twisted and frailed the milk
in butter churns,
turned rancid lard into
grandma's lye soap,
roamed the woods and streams,
feasting on gourmet crawdad tails
and jaybirds baked in clay,
while sitting on the sores
of poor spelling.

Somewhere between the swimming hole
and midnight,
my scientific leanings first surfaced
with a single-handed discovery
that girls are not made like boys.
Dedicated pursuit
showed them to be soft, cuddly,
more fun to play with than boys,
and more interesting
than tadpoles and bullfrogs.
Fascinated with mirrors,
and careless with kisses,
often letting them get stolen.
Incompletely understood,
but still under study,
are the wonderful things
that keep girls
from being boys.
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THE CHEWING GUM THEORY
Without reason
I offer her a stick of gum
and received her usual
thank-you smile.
Then,
seeing her need
one pleasant afternoon,
I gave her my extra pack,
and the thank you's of appreciation
came through her smile
in all languages.
Later,
with intended kindness
(having seen how appreciation
follows magnitude),
I brought her a whole case.
Her YES in every language smile
became a NO in every language frown
made entirely of question marks.
I have wondered ever since,
where in a woman's mind
is the line
between one stick of gum and a case
that separates kindness
from immorality?

THE WALL
I like crowds.
Perhaps because,
among the nameless faces,
there are those
who hide behind unexpressive masks
the same lighthearted love of life,
awaiting only some magic thing
to loosen their restraint.
Each
in turn
would surrender freely
the companionship
they seek.
But
it's sad to realize
that man,
of endless arts,
is often helpless
to communicate
beyond that wall
of social grace.
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MEADOWS
I've made
your lovely contours
the rolling meadows of my thought,
live with flowered fragrances
and the warm
of well-turned smiles.

There
among the happy hours
we go in hand with love,
searching the turns and byways
of life's intent
and learning
where the aim of most endeavors
comes to rest.
r
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THE NEEDED LINK
I marvel at the wondrous chain,
whose each new link–
a circle of bud, bloom, seed and die –
closing slowly on the one before,
moves each life form
along the endlessness of time.
From the fairest of my season's blooms,
I have chosen you,
that we, paired in the prime
of our brief date,
share the gift of love,
the creation of life,
and by such increase
fashion well the pending link.
From this proud moment
until the summed orbiting of stars
has moved us to the end-stopped darkness
of that final, narrow and tedious tunnel,
I would hold no other's hand.
I would know no other's love.

METAMORPHOSIS
Young, breathing beauty,
and darkening the splotches
left by a string bikini,
she stretches her charm full height,
laying a zebra tan
on the last snow's white
of a beach towel,
letting the gossipy curves
of nature's exuberant packaging
mold a twin goddess
in the sand beneath.
A canvas for the sun's artists,
she toys with the cloud's imagery
and blue-eyes a matching sky.
While lazing imaginary darts
through smoke rings of her cigarette,
and musing the folly of improving a tan
destined for secret Victorian storage,
an instinct,
rising from the antiquity of her kind,
drums her thoughts with a poet's lines,
begging attention and a test of wisdom.
"Will you stand tall, to face them all,
Hold high life's cup and cry,
To let them know, before you go,
That you have drunk it dry."

Weighing the contents of her past life,
she pares beliefs to the core of truth,
questions how the right of one culture
can rightfully be the wrong of another,
why man has been made with the need to
soar on the flames of passion's rocket,
why the mouth hides the heart's words,
If morality and need are true enemies,
If pleasure always implies sin,
how gossip feeds the insecure,
the candle under the bushel,
the cost of vain pride,
the need to bear gifts,
the need to bear,
the need to be,
the need to,
the need,
the . . ,
. . ?
Measuring her circumstance
with the care of an inchworm,
her keen mind pierces and treads logic
through truths with the ease
of a cambric needle.
Then,
with lips shaping a half-startled smile
of realization, she rises slowly,
as if by metamorphic change,
leaving her old form and half truths
on the sand.
Placing her robe
around a growing body of determination,
she strolls with thoughtful anticipation
in the direction of life's arena.

INTERCHANGE

Fair creature wrought of rib,
man-molding heartstarter
and centroid of all time,
why cloister the rarest art
in a nunnery of solitude,
and guarding with a single dented pillow,
make vain defense
against those arcing hands
that thieve its beauty's bloom.

Interchange roles
to make end of these labors,
Be a pliant taker,
granting only what you wish received,
making strength of frailties
and ego the nominee of gain.
Then each circuitous path,
when come upon its start,
will make of you the victor,
and life's largess
will bless a rightful heir.

THE CUP AND SCROLL
Daughter of Eros,
centerpiece of thought
and guardian of the sacred
chalice,
why pale the happy hours
and haunt the turns of joy
with the ghosts of long dead days?
Though you and beauty's image wear one name,
boast not this fortune's usury
that profits but the fellowship of self.
When that great thief
has carved his antique scroll,
and beauty goes disgraced beyond its date,
how view you then this wealth
that pleads for worth?
Unpride the cup that begs its fill
that it by chary contents
vest life with pleasure's yield.
Then in that time
when nature banks the caldron's fire
and brewing of its substances has stilled
the lips that would have circled useless yawns,
instead,
will praise the joys your cup has held.

TWO FRIENDS TALKING

Do I see your day
in some misshapen state?
True.
As surely as the moon has brought its tides ashore,
my love has made herself my pleasure's pain.
In the shadow of her disquietude,
grave sorrow inhabitates its curse in me.
I hunger at her table;
beside her well I burn with thirst.
But are you not of the same cut,
the same unity of purpose,
and she the seal you thought
God carved to mold your form?
That and more,
but the chilling winter of her smiles
faced away from me
has dulled my summer's proudest growth.
Those beds I would have flowered
with love's blooms
now hide their abandonment in weeds.
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And it was she you held above all others as your life,
your love, your queen.
You borrow words from Truth.
But she bundles only as decreed,
and that proud tower,
once upraised to honor her,
upon its buttress
lies a wasted dream.
My heart flutters an aimless
shriveled bird in a barren cage.
I am a dull and weighty stone.
Then let error be your profit,
my friend.
You made your heart a locket
for the pleasure of another's mate,
loosing the wrathful alterations of Ariel.
The fruit of such triparted vine
hangs like the dry and puckered breast
of an old woman,
which,
without nourishment,
suckles the health of nothing.

COMPOSITION

Bending thought
to the shape of my desires,
I pillow you beside me
and lower kisses
on the lips that purse their want,
letting only the eye
of the jade shaded light
trace the outlines of love.

Choice grape,
pride of the vineyard,
and teaser of my palate,
I warm to your delicate color,
thrill to the body's bouquet,
and consuming the essence
of your sweet meat,
soar to intoxicating heights
of life's fulfillment.
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THE DAYLIGHTER
God's great match
kindles a heavenly flame,
hanging golden drapes
across the dawn's east window,
stirring dozy retinas
to raise their torpid blinds,
and see by the fresh new light
lying softly across the day
how the great restless mother
has squeezed her juices
to the tip of the lowly redbud,
igniting its dancing blossoms
to a fiery blaze of crimson beauty.

In my world
you're the day-lighter,
the flame,
the arouser,
the soft light,
the great mother,
life's beauty mark
and the anchor of all endeavor.
One by the other
we move down the trails of life,
our soft shadows of love
paired to the rhythms of destiny.

EMPTY ARMS
Our use of day
is offered only once,
and each a successor,
passing its prime,
joins the nothingness
of all things gone.

And arms held empty
in the face of need,
kisses unkissed,
love unloved,
and life unlived,
each the ward of passing day,
share its finality
beyond the reach
of every wish.

Knowing this,
should we so cheat ourselves,
yielding the better moments
to that great thief
who scorns our lack of will?

SHADOWS
The harsh
dark edges of need
cast painful shadows
on her path,
twisting
and forcing her
to the main of life,
constantly searching
the elusiveness
of self.

Gaining small reward
from the comfortless beds
of love without love,
driven
by the strangeness
of the need
and the hope
that peace will come her way,
she goes on
seeking the ends
of the endless.
Drifting.
Hoping.
Bending.

THE INTENT
Fair and fragrant flower,
dye dipped in beauty's hues,
please the promise of your kind,
and yielding to the warming urge,
unfold your nested garment
to the silky filaments
of that sweet nectared vial.
With you the locus of desire
on instinct's chart,
nature's little messenger,
drawn like a leaf to the vortex,
will come upon the happy end
of search,
and rising to the issue,
test the tubal's sweetness,
and quicken the eager gametes,
that you,
by bold increase,
repay the dateless loan
of life's intent.
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STRANGER
You sit across the room
on folded legs,
smiling through loneliness,
and overworking the shyness
that keeps us strangers.
Sharing an emptiness
that only another can fill,
a loneliness
that only another can take,
our pains of neglect
can never be solved alone.
While you waste arms on emptiness,
charms on wayward winds,
and yield your beauty
to the thieves of time,
I,
who pray this gain,
cry tears upon its loss.
If it pleases me to give
what I most need,
and take what you most want,
then I make question
of remaining your stranger.

THE UNAVENGED
The clock,
holding hands at midnight,
peals its curdled notes
down the valleys of darkness,
echoing through the earthen chambers
of all things past,
arousing them to trace their chosen form
down the unmarked paths of death.
Rising from the infinity
of their unkempt vaults
and undiscovered places,
like angry vapors from the earth's pores,
mangled and marked by bestial deeds,
with strangulation's bulging veins,
florid gaping wounds and oozing burns,
or carrying severed heads in hand,
they mount their nightly trek.
The night has a creepy skin
and glowing eyes.
The air shrieks and howls.
The willows weep.
Stealthy, unseen wings
and chalky skeletal dancers
move to the chilling rhythm
of jaw-bone castanets.
The moan-choir laments.
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The guilty's fitful dreams
are gripped with terror
by their ghostly fingered spoil.
Disquiet pours on the love
of stolen mates,
joy flees their purple halls,
and thorns are woven into their nests.
Love's fallow spawns uncertain roots.
Attrition, the scorekeeper,
the master referee,
glares with steely eyes,
agates set in sunken cups
behind slits in leathered lids.
His thin, raspy voice,
through the parched lips
of a caried mouth,
hisses a gleeful chant of names,
those recently demented,
those recently deceased.
And all reeks with the canker of vengeance
as the slaves of death's dank darkness,
their love betrayed,
single the guilty
and fold back into their souls
the harvest of their awesome deeds.

PATTERNS
Nimble fingers
of psychedelic light,
flowing
through the stained glass window,
caress
the newborn texture
of her nakedness,
searching her secrets,
making rosy hi1ls,
blue-black valleys
and lovely meadows of rolling green.
Rainbow light,
falling on the wall across the room
like a new art form
by a talented drunk,
paints crazy-qui1t patterns
of color-motionless tinted islands
in a sea of white.
A beautiful mural ,
broken only
by the soft edged shadows
of a couple
pledgi.ng their vows
of love.

SCULPTURES OF DREAMS
Why impale yourself
on impossible appreciation.
I kneel ready
to worship your every curl ,
a stethoscopic ear
tuned to the pulse beat
of your every need,
while others,
hearing only the drumming
of their selfish want,
fill your arms with empty greed?
I who cone not to forage
on your succulent green,
bring food for your growing hunger,
and would have you
not for the taking
but for the chance to give.
These lips,
long chilled
by forming the truths of loneliness,
await but the chance
to shape to your every charm,
charm to your every shape,
and bring the sculpture of dreams
to the longing reach
of wakefulness .

FOOTFALLS OF AN ECHO
In my abiding solitude,
the swirling syllables of your nature
come as quietly among the thoughts
as the padded footfalls of an echo,
moving always with the grace
of a proud evening's
candle-flickered shadows .
These unveiled surfaces,
rising from the mental crannies,
shape the coveted forms
of a gone day's delights,
when you of the fluted tones,
the frills and softness,
the enlightened receptor,
touched fire to the mystic fuse,
swelled the dormant bud,
and stayed the summing hands of day.
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MOTHER OF MAN

Why unsweeten beauty
with helpless metaphor?
Have I not seen a rose
more proudly textured than your skin,
more lively colored than your lips,
and owing none the rent for its sweet smell?
Is not a flute more pleasing
than your master-crafted voice-a soaring bird more graceful?
Let roses be what roses are;
the skin I love holds only you,
nor could my lips want else to kiss.
And what rose distilled to some sweet vial
could match the springtime of your hair,
or what flute tones
would not your whisper sour by compare?
What eye finds etched by soaring birds
a more symphonl.ous motion
than your walk?
Mother of man,
unique among all things,
you pale the power of parallel..
Unrelated,
there are none so beautiful as you.

YIELDING
Bring with you
only your charm
and the need to be yourself.
Together
by the sea
we'll blend
into the nakedness of nature,
watch the clouds
of angel 's hair,
and the setting sun
pour ingots of gold.
And only they
will be allowed
to witness
our signatures of love.
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MELODIES

Flowing hair,
falling warm
against the texture
of your breasts,
is a plectrum
coaxing harmonies
from my discordant strings.
And all things
of kindred tone
are moved in sympathy
as proof that every joy
a man could ever know
rests well within your lap.
If God made me
to fit some master plan,
it could only be
that we
in concert
rearrange life's notes
to symphonies of love.
And you
by need of me
have justified that call .
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PLEASED
Since that first time
I've kept most of you with me,
by land and sea and sky,
through the noise of bars,
the waves of beaches
and the bedrooms of despair,
but passing days were stealing you
bit by bit
until I heard your voice
tonight.
Now,
with you beside me,
I wish no longer
across the miles
from then to now
or wonder if your love
is being wasted
on someone
unschooled in appreciation.
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DESIGNS
Beyond the sculptured beauty,
disarming smi1e,
and shyness of stance,
I probed the guarded corners
of her mind,
searchi.ng her secret nature,
trying the strength of her fibers,
and the truths of her reality.
Among these hidden workings,
woven in the fabric of her being,
are the flawless designs of honesty,
forthrightness, understanding,
and compassion,
masterfully blended with wit,
and the poise of unborrowed beauty,
setting her at once
apart from the common herd.
Being the substance
of which dreams are made,
I go in endless fear
that some cruel awakening
will take from me
the beauty of her image.

FAMINE
You were made to love
and be loved,
but your tone of voice,
lethargic smile,
and the way your eyes
attach unimportant things
tell me of your famine.
For everyone
there is intended
a time
a place
and a person.
The here and now are satisfied,
my love is in abundance,
so let me be the person
and help you fulfill
that part of your destiny.
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BYWAYS

Come,
share with me
in the byways
of life's troubled turns.

Let quickened breaths
extemporize on themes of joy,
and learn the ease
with which two needs
can blend
as One.

Leave the hurried day
to the care of those
who have no one
to love.

GIVER
Let me turn my wants around
and be a giver,
filling that emptiness in you
born of yielding
to the endless needs of others,
restoring pride
to the hands that turn my world,
to kisses that seal my lips to all,
and the loveliness I frame in thought.
Take from me
a depth of admiration,
a sense of recognition,
and the honor held for you
as queen of heart.
Let me change
your mind's distorted mirror
to image faithfully
the many turns of merit
that find themselves in you.

PROPHETS
Those who dare to be different,
the realists,
the creators,
the truth-sayers,
with keen unhobbled minds,
seldom have cloaks of convention
to warm them
through the winters
of criticism.
With their espoused truths
often at variance
with the distortions
by which man blinds himself,
they often are branded
as immoral,
sanctimonious,
or some form of idiot
and discredited
to the discredit of man.

THE BEAUTIFUL
See the blond
in the lattice skirt
and not so certain halter,
begging attention
or war with those who think so.
Beautiful but lonely,
searching
for herself
or someone.
Hoping.
And the handsome guy in blue,
locking on her
with tractor-beam eyes,
fitting himself
to her image of an ideal man.
Strangers,
they leave the crowd
together.
Watching it all,
a timeworn man
reckons how beauty
cheats the beautiful.

THE UNKNOWN
The morning cocks are silent,
dogs cower,
mountains shift,
rocks bleed from dry cores,
rivers forage upon their tai1s,
and vines reach away from the sun.
Frowning ominous clouds,
the sky throws flaming darts
and beats the drums of thunder.
The town bell peals a tale of woe,
its clapper busier
than a long tattling tongue.
Women don their cloaks of virtue,
and men adjust their saintly masks
The children,
without devices,
wear only their innocence.
Only they are ready.
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CIRCLE OF YOUR ARMS
You come in silence,
curls nesting
on your shoulders,
smi1es
pinching dimples in your cheeks
and sad-happy eyes
that tell the secrets
of each most hidden thought.
Unassuming,
graced with a poise
earned in the trials of truth,
asking less
than your willingness to give
and giving more
than is my right,
you are a blend
of mind and body
that stands you tall
among the rest
both beautiful and beautiful.
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With you
all things seem natural,
as intended,
and pleasures
from the smallest of things,
a sunset,
small talk of the moment,
sand castles
or stick-pictures on the sand,
exceed the bounds of reality
and try the reaches of logic.
And I
1ooking upon the wealth
of such charm,
am moved
to an eternal indebtedness
for that which brought you.
remembering well
those things of life
worthy of memory
and savoring the thought
of all things new.

As I am,
with all blinds removed,
the last deceit cast off
and flawed but real ,
you accept me,
dignifying the thrust of reality
and rewarding with pride
the freedom
and the seldom joy
of a soul laid bare.
Your near angelic turn
annuls predestined bounds,
tends with thoughtfulness
the ego need of self
and frees me
to go in love of love.
Wanted
needed
and special.

I remember how it was
before you
and love of love.
I was a soulless mannequin
in a self-made prison,
a cell block of the mind,
needing someone
and love,
but unsure of myself
and unwilling to trust anyone
behind the varnished shell.
Too often
I let good intents,
measured by misshapen rules,
cast shadows of doubt
across the brighter days
and as my own best friend
became my own worst enemy,
lonely
disenchanted
and contemptuous
of a world that only allowed me
the inferior companionship
of self.

Unconscious of motive,
I searched for you
through seasons of the sun,
the new face of moons
and the stroke of midnight bells,
prying the interest of every eye,
the tilt of pretty faces,
beaches of chance
and the edges of circumstance.
I learned the falseness of images,
the unrealness of reality,
measured the shallow depth of insincerity
and the willingness of the unwilling,
watched the excesses of the insecure,
tasted the bitter fai1ings of success
and found you everywhere and nowhere,
wrong face, wrong time, wrong place.
Undisciplined of thought
and rebellious of fact,
I failed to sketch your image
or the secrets of your nature,
searching mostly for the unknown,
ending always at the beginning,
and beginning always another ending

In those days
I helped populate the crowds,
believing the cure for loneliness
to be an elixir
of pretty legs
laughing smiles
gaiety
and the creation of secrets.
But these were only sugar pills,
placebos for the unthinking,
making life sweeter for the taking
and more painful for the absence.
Turning the best side
toward new friends
and receiving
an equal falseness in return,
we communicated across barriers
behind which
each remained a carefully hidden person,
secured by insecurities,
strangers before secrets,
and strangers afterwards.

Those were the empty years
when the nothingness
of one day
blended into the nothingness
of the next,
with each
like a wasted life
deserving no monument
for its passing.
Prime moments of the moment
faded with the nothingness,
their lack of substance
voiding their claim
to a place in memory.
And my allotment,
like a candle,
was being consumed
by that which made it bright,
but there was no lightening
of the shadows,
no filling of the emptiness
or charting of the course,
only the constancy of changes
changing the changes.

It was you
who aimed the aimless
by brightening the shadows,
restoring faith
and reshaping the faulty rules.
You opened the prison
and sweetened the halls of thought
with the delicacy of wisdom.
A teacher of truths,
you cleared the tangled web,
made the smallest of things
transcend their worth
and brought a tranquil way
that made the painful dark
of loneliness
a harmless part of night.
I drift no longer
in the land of fleeting forms,
noiseless feet,
and cloudless clouds.
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With a part of heaven
in the circle of your arms,
you press hard
upon the source of need,
quieting the pangs
of nerve's raw bark,
lending credence
to the brightness
of tomorrow
and reducing the turmoil
to a tranquil still.
In this netherland of ours,
two winks away from dreams,
a peacefulness
entwines the silence
weaving tapestries
of pleasure
in all the colors
of love.
And the angels of the circle
chant the endless beauty
of unknown themes.

So imprinted are we,
one upon the other,
we communicate
beyond the senses of all
by the silence of unspoken whispers,
the gentleness of touches
untouched,
approval in smi1es unwrinkled,
going always
each a separate way
together'
matching cadence
in the breathing of sleep
life
and love.
I would go with you
through the seasons of the rose,
the interchange of stars,
and the climbing of the vine,
yielding no precious moment
until the insults of time
and the chemistry of outworn age
have bent us to the call,
holding still the hand of love
when the last sparrow comes.
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